We present a semantics-based technique for analysing probabilistic properties of imperative programs. This consists in a probabilistic version of classical data flow analysis. We apply this technique to pWhile programs, i.e programs written in a probabilistic version of a simple While language. As a first step we introduce a syntax based definition of a linear operator semantics (LOS) which is equivalent to the standard structural operational semantics of While. The LOS of a pWhile program can be seen as the generator of a Discrete Time Markov Chain and plays a similar role as a collecting or trace semantics for classical While. Probabilistic Abstract Interpretation techniques are then employed in order to define data flow analyses for properties like Parity and Live Variables.
Introduction
Typically a classical Data Flow Analysis (DFA) considers all the paths in a controlflow graph and computes safe solutions according to a 'meet-over-all-paths' approach, i.e. all paths contribute equally to the solution independently on how feasible or likely to be executed they are. However, in practice even moderately large programs execute only a small part of the billions of paths that are possible for the program to execute. For a given analysis, the specific nature of the problem under consideration may help to reduce the number of paths. Moreover, it is now widely recognised that considering probabilistic information allows one to obtain more precise and practically useful results from a static analysis. Statistical or other types of information can be encoded in the form of probabilities in the program semantics and used to weight the execution paths according to their likelihood to actually be executed. Following this approach, in this paper we define probabilistic DFA whose solutions are not safe in the classical sense but 'close' enough to the concrete behaviour of the program. This is similar to the approach in [7, 8] , where probabilistic techniques are used for the construction of static analyses of approximate properties. Considering approximate rather than absolute properties corresponds to asserting the property up to a given quantifiable error margin rather than as a Boolean relation. The significance of this approach is that it allows in general for more realistic analyses. As an example, a security property such as confinement is never satisfied by real systems in its absolute formulation asserting whether the system is confined or not.
We show how a classical DFA can be turned into a probabilistic one via the use of an appropriate collecting semantics. This is defined as a linear operator on an appropriate linear space representing the operational configurations (current state and instruction to be executed) of a given probabilistic program. We will show that the use of tensor product is essential in the construction of the semantics in order to obtain a correct result of the analysis. This is demonstrated via the application of our probabilistic technique to two classical DFA examples, namely Parity Analysis and Live Variables Analysis. These examples also show how probabilistic analysis can result in more practically useful information compared to the standard classical one.
Probabilistic While
The language we consider is a simple classical While language extended with a probabilistic choice statement. A different but equivalent approach to defining probabilistic languages is the use of random assignment as in e.g. [14] . We choose the first approach because it is more suited as a base of the treatment we present in this paper. The same approach is also adopted in [6] where a Hoare-style proof system is introduced for reasoning about probabilistic sequential programs.
Syntax
The syntax of the language, which we call pWhile, is given by:
S ::= skip | stop | x ← a | S 1 ; S 2 | choose p 1 : S 1 or p 2 : S 2 | if b then S 1 else S 2 end if | while b do S end while
In the probabilistic choice construct we assume that p i are some constants representing the probability that statement S i is executed; they define a probability distribution, i.e. p 1 + p 2 = 1. Arithmetic expressions a follow the usual syntax:
where n represents a constant value, x a program variable (for which we use typeface characters) and ' ' represents one of the usual arithmetic operations, like '+', '−', or '×'. We also need Boolean expressions which have the following form: where '< >' denotes one of the standard comparison operators for arithmetic expressions like: <, ≤, =, ≥, >.
Operational Semantics
In this section we define a small step operational semantics for pWhile in the usual SOS style [17] . This corresponds to a probabilistic transition system [13] where states encode information on both the memory state (values of the program's variables) and the instruction to be executed. The transition relation is probabilistic in the sense that the configuration reached in one step from another configuration is associated with a number expressing the probability of actually performing that transition; moreover, all probabilities associated to the outgoing transitions of a configuration form a probability distribution (i.e. they sum up to one). In other words, we define the operational semantics of our language according to the generative model of probability [20] and the resulting execution process is a Discrete Time Markov Chain, [19, 1] .
Configurations and Transitions
We define a state as a mapping from variables to values: A configuration is a pair S, σ consisting of a statement S and a state σ ∈ State. The probabilistic transition relation −→ p is defined by the rules in Table 1 . These Table 2 Semantics of Expressions reflect the typical semantics of a classical while language but for the presence of a probability labelling each transition. Final states are represented via a looping on configurations stop, σ . This allows us to model a computation as a Markov chain as it guarantees that the matrix representing the execution of a pWhile program is a stochastic matrix (cf. Section 3.1).
Abstract Syntax
Following the approach in [16] , in order to determine the control flow (graph) of a program, regardless of the concrete information on the actual states in which each statement is executed, we associate a label from a set Lab to each assignment statement, to the skip statement and to each test that appears in conditional and loop statements. We call the resulting program a labelled program and define its syntax, which we call abstract syntax, as follows:
We will refer to the elementary labelled instructions as commands and denote by Cmd the set of all commands with typical elements c 1 , c 2 , . . ., corresponding to statements of the form [skip] or [b] , etc. We will assume a unique labelling of commands, i.e. we will use interchangeably with c, where c is the elementary instruction with label ; this is sometimes called the label consistency property [16] . The control flow F S of a program S is then defined as a set of pairs ( , ) or c 1 , c 2 which record the fact that it is possible that after executing c 1 the next command executed could be c 2 (abstracting from the concrete outcomes of tests). In principle, it is possible to reconstruct the syntax of the original program S from the pairs , in F S : we only have to indicate which branch is taken when a test succeeds or fails; and for probabilistic choices we need to record the transition probabilities. If we do this the control flow F S of S, which is sometimes also referred to as its abstract syntax [5] , can be taken as an alternative description of the syntax of the program. In this paper, we will use the terms control flow and abstract syntax interchangeably to refer to a labelled program.
Probabilistic Data Flow Analysis
Classically, Data Flow Analysis is based on a graph representation of a program usually defined via a collecting semantics. For our probabilistic language we will define such a collecting semantics as a linear operator (more precisely a Markov chain); this represents the states and the program statements in a way that the probabilistic information can be appropriately derived in the final result of the analysis. We will consider here the more common equational approach to DFA and introduce a probabilistic technique based on this approach and the linear operator semantics in Section 3.1.
The probabilistic DFA we present is intra-procedural (we do not deal with functions or procedures). We will demonstrate our technique by presenting two classical examples of a forward and a backward analysis, the former being specifically a Parity Analysis and the latter Live Variables Analysis.
Collecting Semantics
A probabilistic transition system has a straightforward representation as a matrix, i.e. a linear operator on the vector space over configurations. In general, for any set X we can define the vector space V(X) over X as the space of formal linear combinations of elements in X with coefficients in a field W. We can represent the elements in V(X) as vectors with coefficients in W indexed by X:
The field W is typically taken to be the set of complex numbers C. In our case it simply corresponds to [0, 1] ⊆ R ⊆ C, as we are interested in representing probability distributions. The support set X corresponds to the set of configurations Conf.
A convenient way to represent the vector space on configurations is via the tensor product operation. The tensor product is a useful tool when it comes to describing composite systems, such as in the theory of stochastic systems, performance analysis, quantum physics, etc. Its properties allow us to elegantly represent the vector space over a cartesian product V(X × Y ) as V(X) ⊗ V(Y ). These properties and an abstract definition can be found e.g. in [18] .
Concretely, we can define the tensor or Kronecker product of two finite dimensional matrices as follows: Given an n × m matrix A and and a k × l matrix B then A ⊗ B is the nk × ml matrix:
Based on the abstract syntax or control flow of a program S we define the collecting semantics as a linear operator on
Here we assume an enumeration of the program variables x 1 , . . . , x n and denote by Value i the set of values for x i . Thus, we have that
For all possible control flow steps in F S , i.e. pairs of commands c 1 , c 2 in a program S we will describe the possible changes to the variables and then sum up these effects together with the actual transfer of control from one statement to another. In other words, we define the collecting semantics S of a program S in terms of the linear operators T( c 1 , c 2 , which for every pair c 1 , c 2 ∈ F S transform Table 3 Collecting Semantics a vector configuration x ∈ V(State×Cmd) into the vector configuration describing the effect of the control flow step from c 1 to c 2 . Formally:
where T can be expressed via:
where M( c 1 , c 2 ) is an operator on V(State) describing the possible state changes, while N( c 1 , c 2 ) is an operator on V(Cmd) describing the control flow. For all possible commands c 1 , c 2 ∈ Cmd we define T( c 1 , c 2 ) in Table 3 , where we use the control and state operators explained below.
Control Operators
In the deterministic case, i.e. the case where for a command c 1 there is only one command c 2 with c 1 , c 2 ∈ F S , the control flow part N is very simple: it is given by a so called matrix unit E c 1 ,c 2 containing a single non-zero entry in row c i and column c j , namely In the case of the random choice we have to construct the control transfer operator as a linear combination between two deterministic transitions, from the choice point to the initial label of each of the branches. This is effectively achieved by using
where c is the choice command and c k the first command in the kth branch.
For tests c = [b] in while's and if's we also have to construct a linear combination, however in this case we have to filter in each case those transitions which actually happen when the test succeeds from those when the test does not succeed.
where c is the test command [b] and c t and c f the successors in case the test succeeds or fails, respectively. Moreover, the operator I is the identity and the operator B is defined by:
where D(x) denotes the diagonal matrix with diagonal vector x and e i the unitvectors: 
which expresses the fact that the value of x 2 does not contribute to the result of the test.
State Operators
For all commands c except for the assignment [x ← a] the variables will not change, i.e. we will have M = I, i.e. the identity on the vector space representing the value of the program variables. In the case of the assignment we have in the case of constants:
In general, i.e. for expressions a involving (other) variables we have:
where A v 1 ,...,v i →v,...,vn is a matrix with a single non-zero entry defined as:
In other words, if a certain combination of values v i for the variables in a produces a certain result v, then the corresponding matrix A v 1 ,...,v i →v,...,vn indicating this single update contributes to the sum. Example 3.2 Consider two variables x 1 and x 2 which both can take values in {0, 1, 2}. Then the update
is represented by a 9 × 9 matrix, which is the tensor product of two 3 × 3 matrices, namely: 
The collecting semantics results therefore in the following matrix: 
Probabilistic Abstract Interpretation
In order to construct abstract DFA equations for a pWhile program out of the collecting semantics we need a way to abstract the semantics. A quantitative approach for obtaining DFA equations is provided by our framework of Probabilistic Abstract Interpretation (PAI) [10, 11] . This is a general framework for the probabilistic analysis of (probabilistic) programs which recasts classical Abstract Interpretation [3, 4] in a vector space setting. The basic idea is to define abstractions as some kinds of linear operators on some appropriate vector spaces. More precisely, domains (both abstract and concrete) are Hilbert spaces that is vector spaces with inner product. The crucial notion of concretisation is expressed in this framework via a notion of generalised inverse of a linear operator, and in particular the notion of MoorePenrose pseudo-inverse (MP). The properties of this kind of linear inverse makes the pair of a linear operator and its MP into an adjunction similar to the classical notion of Galois connection.
Let C and D be two Hilbert spaces and A : C → D a bounded linear map between them. A bounded linear map A † = G : D → C is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of A iff
where P A and P G denote orthogonal projections (i.e. P * A = P A = P 2 A and P * G = 10
G where . * denotes the adjoint [18, Ch 10]) onto the ranges of A and G. A probabilistic abstract interpretation is defined by a pair of linear maps, A : C → D and G : D → C, between the concrete domain C and the abstract domain D, such that G is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of A, and vice versa.
As shown in [10] any classical abstract interpretation can be seen as a probabilistic abstract interpretation by lifting the classical domains into probabilistic domains (Hilbert spaces). Another approach to the analysis of probabilistic programs applies classical Abstract Interpretation techniques to probabilistic semantics [15] . This approach corresponds to a special case of classical abstract interpretation and it therefore results in safe, i.e. worst case analyses. As shown in [9] , the more general PAI approach allows us to construct additionally statistical information which is more in the spirit of an average case analysis.
Let T be a linear operator on some Hilbert space V representing the probabilistic semantics of the concrete program, and let A : V → W be a linear abstraction function with G = A † . An abstract semantics can then be defined on W as:
This so-called induced semantics is guaranteed to be the best correct approximation of the concrete semantics for classical abstractions based on Galois connections. In the linear space based setting of PAI where the order of the classical domains is replaced with some notion of metric distance, the induced abstract semantics is the closest one to the concrete semantics [10] .
Parity Analysis
The first example of an analysis based on the LOS of pWhile concerns the parity of variables. Although, it is arguable whether this analysis by itself is of practical use it is certainly a quite useful example in order to illustrate the basic methodology. The purpose of the Parity Analysis is to determine at every program point whether a variable is even or odd. It is a simple forward analysis where the concrete value of variables is abstracted to just their parity information.
We will consider two simple programs which compute the factorial and twice the factorial of n which is left in m when the programs terminate.
Without going into too many details, it should be obvious that a classical Parity Analysis should detect that the parity of m = 2×n! at the end of the second program is always even even when the original value (and parity) of n is "unknown". A safe classical analysis of the first program will however fail in the sense that it will return "unknown" or for the parity of m at the end of the program. This is in some sense rather unsatisfactory as it is obvious that m = n! is "nearly always" even.
Only in the "rare" case that the initial n is less than or equal to 1 will m be odd at the end of the program. The purpose of a probabilistic program analysis is a formal derivation of this intuition about the parity of m when the program terminates.
The idea is to (re)construct the abstract LOS of a program in the same way as the concrete LOS with the only difference that in the abstract case (some of the) operators which implement tests and assignments are replaced by their abstract versions. The general scheme for this program is given by:
where the first factor, i.e. first variable, represents m and the second one n. By a slight abuse of notation we use the same symbol I for identities of different dimensions. The last component in each contribution E ij is a 5 × 5 matrix which represents the control-flow steps.
The first term specifies the dynamics at program point 1: m is initialised using an operator M i with i = 1, 2 -depending which of the two programs we considerof the form: 
T "filters" all those configurations where n is 2, 3, . . . while T ⊥ "blocks" all configurations except where n is equal to 0 or 1. In both cases the value of m and the current position in the program are irrelevant; this is indicated by the identity operators used to define the test operators.
The fourth term represents the most complicated arithmetic operation namely the statement [m ← m × n] 3 . The changes to m and n are rather complicated so that A, the operator describing the effects on m and n, is given as an "entangled" operator of the form:
with T k = E k,k for all k. This can be interpreted as follows: For all pairs (m, n) we first test whether m and n have certain values i and j, respectively (ignoring the current statement label), then we perform the update by leaving n (and the current statement label) unchanged but changing the value of m from j to its new value i · j.
The penultimate term in the definition of T results in the decrement of n via the (shift) operator:
and the last term just specifies the terminal configuration [stop] 5 as an infinite loop which leave m and n unchanged.
Concrete Semantics
Both programs have five program points, which means that the control transition matrices are 5×5 matrices. The state of the two variables are in principle represented by infinite dimensional vectors. However, if we fix a maximal input size n ≤ N then we can also restrict the maximum size of m. For this finite approximation we need a vector in V ({0, 1, . . . , N !}) ⊗ V({0, 1, . . . , N }) ⊗ V({1, . . . , 5}), i.e. a 5 · N · N ! dimensional vector. The concrete (finite) semantics is thus represented by a matrix of the same dimensions. Though sparse, it is for N = 10 already an about 18 million × 18 million matrix.
Abstract Semantics
In order to obtain an abstract semantics we can abstract both variables, i.e. "execute" the program with m and n being classified as even or odd. Alternatively, we can abstract only m and use the concrete values for the control variable n (the while-loop here is actually a for-loop). In both cases the dimension of T is drastically reduced. It is 2 · 2 · 5 = 20 in the first case, and 2 · N · 5 = 10N in the second case -for N = 10 we get a 100 × 100 matrix to represent T # instead of the 18 million in the concrete case.
To be more precise: We construct the abstract semantics T # simply as
i.e. exactly in the same way as the concrete one. The difference is exhibited by only few of the operators (and the fact that the identities have a much reduced dimension). The control-flow steps are not changed at all as we are interested here only in a data-flow analysis. Each of the operators is constructed using the parity abstraction operator P:
and its Moore-Penrose Pseudo Inverse P † . For example:
We thus get (if we abstract both variables):
The abstract test operators T # and T # ⊥ depend on the finite approximation we consider. If we do not abstract the control variable n we need a more complicated A # but the test operators T # and T # ⊥ as well as N # are the same as for the concrete semantics.
Numerical Results
It is rather straightforward to implement the finite approximations of the concrete as well as the abstract semantics using a numerical program like octave [12] . As to be expected the size, even using sparse matrix representations, is prohibitively large; while for N = 5 things still work out it is effectively impossible to deal with case that N = 10. The abstract semantics creates no such problem.
If we abstract m to even and odd but leave n a concrete control variable, we can "execute" the (abstract) program for example in an initial configuration where n is represented by a uniform distribution over all possible input values for n < N and m has a 50 : 50 chance of being even and odd. Depending on the cut-off point N we obtain for N = 10 a 20%, for N = 100 a 2%, and for N = 1000 a 0.2% chance that m is odd at the end of the program. This reflects exactly, as expected, the fact that m "most likely" will be even in the end, the more so the larger the maximal input for n is.
Live Variable Analysis
flow has to be reversed. In order to do this we use the transposes of the original control-transfer matrices.
The property we are interested in is whether a variable at every program point is live or dead (at the exit of a program point), i.e. if there is a possible use for a variable at a later stage of the program's execution. If, for example, there is an assignment to a program variable which is never used then we can eliminate this assignment, i.e. perform a dead code elimination. The aim of a probabilistic LV Analysis is to provide estimates for the probabilities that a certain variable is later used. A possible application could be to support caching, variables which are more likely to be used could be kept in a 'faster' cache, while variables which have a very low probability of being live would be kept in a 'slower' cache or the main memory.
The idea is, as before, to replace the operators which define the concrete semantics (describing the precise changes of the values of variables) with operators which only record whether a variable is used (in a test b or an expression a on the right hand side of an assignment) or being redefined (it appears on the left hand side of an assignment). This is essentially what also happens in the classical LV Analysis: if x is on the right hand side of an assignment it gets "killed", if it is a (free) variable in a or b then it becomes alive (gets "generated"). The semantics of all other statements does not change the "liveliness" of a variable.
Intra-Statement Updates
The information we record about every variable is just if it is alive or not, i.e. we need to consider for every variable an abstract state in V({live, dead}). The update can be specified in a very similar way as in the case of the classical analysis (following e.g. [16] ). We need kill and gen operators:
With this we get for tests and assignments the following abstract operators:
where N T is the transposed of the control-flow matrix, and V(e) identifies the (free) variables in a Boolean or arithmetic expression e:
Note, that we could obtain these operators by abstracting the concrete ones but for brevity's sake we based our definitions directly on the classical analysis (as presented in [16] ).
Inter-Statement Updates
The problem which we still have to resolve is what happens at "confluence points", i.e. when several (backward) control-flows come together as at a test in an if-or while-statement. To do this we need additional information about the branching probabilities. This could be obtained (i) experimentally from profiling or (ii) from the concrete semantics, by not abstracting at least those variables which determine the control-flow (as in the previous example) or (iii) via another abstract semantics which estimates these probabilities. In the following we will sketch the basic elements of an analysis which is based on the last option.
To illustrate the basic aims and structure of a probabilistic version of the LV Analysis consider the following two programs:
The classical LV Analysis of both programs, starting with LV exit (5) = ∅, results, among other things, in the following description of the live variables at the beginning of the test in statement 2:
This indicates the fact that both variables x and y might be alive at the test point. This is a conservative result. It is possible that in a concrete execution x is actually not alive: although it will be needed at label 5, it will be 'killed' (by redefining its value) if the test results fails, i.e. if y is even. In the first program, we can't make too many assumptions about the probability that the test succeeds, but a closer inspection of the second program easily confirms that indeed y is always even, although the lack of knowledge about x makes it impossible to know the concrete value of y either.
A reasonable result of a probabilistic LV analysis we are aiming for could be:
for the first program and
for the second one. In the first case we would expect that a good estimate for the branching probabilities is given by 50 : 50 chance that the test succeeds or fails. This is a consequence that (without any further assumptions) the chances that y is even or odd are the same. In the second program we can guarantee via a reasonable parity analysis that y is always even, despite the fact that the exact value of y is completely unknown.
As with all probabilistic versions of classical analyses we could (re)construct the classical result from the probabilistic version by just recording the possibilities instead of probabilities. For this we only have to define a forgetful map from V(X) to P(X) which just considers the support of a probability distribution, i.e. those elements in X which are associated with a non-zero probability.
Estimating the Branching Probabilities
A formal estimation of the branching probabilities for if-statements (and similarly for while-loops) follows the following scheme: Perform a first phase analysis (e.g. a parity analysis) to determine the branching probabilities, then use these estimates to perform the actual analysis. This means in effect that we replace tests b with probabilistic choices where the choice probabilities p and p ⊥ are determined by a first phase analysis.
[ As can be seen in this example our approach makes it necessary that "abstract" programs are eventually probabilistic ones, even when the "concrete" programs were deterministic.
Once we have determined the choice probabilities p and p ⊥ the actual LV Analysis is performed in essentially the same way as in the classical case, with the exception that we have to deal with probability distributions over variables (indicating the chances that a variable is live at a certain program point) instead of sets of potentially live variables. In order to combine information about live variables at "confluence" points we then use weighted sums or linear combinations utilising the choice probabilities p and p ⊥ instead of set union as in the classical case.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented the basic elements of syntax-based probabilistic dataflow analyses constructed via Probabilistic Abstract Interpretation which replaces the standard Cousot & Cousot approach for a possibilistic analysis.
We illustrated this framework using a small imperative language with a probabilistic choice construct, namely pWhile. For this language we presented a collecting semantics which essentially constructs the generator of a Discrete Time Markov Chain implementing the operational semantics of a pWhile program. This collecting semantics was defined "compositionally" using linear combinations (sums) and the tensor product in order to represent states and state transformations. Exploiting this structure we could then define an abstract semantics as the basis of our analyses. This kind of "compositional" analysis was possible because sum and tensor product distribute over probabilistic abstractions.
While it is straightforward to lift analyises like the Parity Analysis to a probabilistic version, other analyses like the Live Variable Analysis require a two-phase analysis where we first estimate the branching probabilities before the actual analysis takes place. Further work will look into the issue of optimal abstractions, i.e. ways to construct abstractions of in particular control variables in order to obtain optimal estimates for these branching probabilities. Alternatively, for sub-optimal abstractions, we are also interested in determining the error margins of these estimates. Finally, we plan to extend this approach also to higher order, e.g. functional, languages and to implement a prototype of an automatic analyser.
